
Miller Grove School Safety and Security Meeting
August 29, 2022

4:00p.m.

Members Present:
Brandon Darrow
Ray Sparks
Andy Easley
Colt Paterson
Jim Buyuk
Steve Johnson
Rolanda Hasten
Cherrie Bessonett
Emma Hudson
Dalton Herndon-Absent due to athletic event

Meeting called to order at 4:08p.m.

There was no one for public forum

Mr Johnson began the meeting by speaking about what this committee was and what the plan
was for that we were meeting about. This gave all members a background in the what and the
why. He spoke about the current approved Emergency Operations Plan as well as the new one
that we have to create. The state has created a new template that has annexes that will be
required to accompany this plan. Just to mention a few of the annexes, one establishes the
policies and procedures under which the district will operate in the event of an active threat
incident by addressing planning and operational actions for the five phases of emergency
management (prevention, mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery). Another is meant
to address district planning for a severe weather incident and applies to the whole district and
surrounding community and all district property

Certification of summer 2022 safety and security requirements- This was discussed by Mr
Johnson and he gave the requirements and talked about the questions that TEA required.

Discuss any safety issues
We as a committee discussed any safety issues that we felt would need a solution. One
member spoke about a door not latching correctly and Mr. Johnson advised that this would be
corrected the next day and the committee did not feel this would be a safety issue to document
as needed since it would be corrected the next day. We also spoke about the fire alarms at the
elementary and high school being with different companies. Mr. Johnson said at this time they
are not going to switch to one since the cost is so great and both systems are working well at
this time. When the high school alarm system is about to be obsolete we will switch to one
system. Currently we have plans in place to accommodate the two different systems and the
Fire Marshall is also aware of the two systems. When the Fire Marshall comes to do fire drills at



our school, he operates both alarms and we also utilize the plan of having the two systems. We
feel currently this is not an issue since we are able to make the two systems run adequately.
Ideally we would like the same system and will eventually have one system. One member asked
how often high school students were in the same area as the elementary students and it was
determined that this only occurs when a high school is an elementary office aide or pe aide.
They are not alone with the students however, since their teacher is always with them. Finally
another member spoke about the playground and how close it was to the highway. Mr. Johnson
spoke about Office Bayuk patrolling and being in the remote area during all recess times. After
discussing each of these issues, it was found that there are no current issues that the
committee felt needed to be addressed at this time.

Update of School Behavioral Threat Assessment team training
Mr. Johnson stated that all team members but Office Bayuk have been trained so far. Officer
Bayuk is working on it but has been out of state and unable to complete the training.

Summer Targeted partial Safety Audit- Mr. Johnson went over this audit with us and spoke
about the types of questions that were asked and when it was submitted this summer.

There was no executive session held at this time.

Meeting adjourned at 5:09p.m.


